
New Audials 2018 Software for Collectors of
Music, Movies and Series
NEW YORK CITY, NY, USA, November
3, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Audials
AG has released on Audials.com the new
2018 generation of its world-renowned
and highly-acclaimed Audials Windows
software. With a worldwide innovation
and a large number of new features and
improvements, it has never been possible
to record and collect music, movies and series this easily and quickly and in such high quality.

Optimized Supply of Music

Since 2005, Audials has been the leading software for those who wish to establish their own music
collections legally and free of charge using the one-off function Music Wishes. Audials monitors
100,000 radio stations and uses Audio-Fingerprints to provide precise recordings of the tracks you
want to hear. It also scans YouTube, SoundCloud, DailyMotion, Vimeo and other portals. A new
quality-analysis function ensures that you always receive the highest-quality version available and it
also provides you with cover artwork and lyrics. The user interface has also been redesigned and
improved, making it easier for you to build up your own collection of highest quality music. With the
music streaming function, users can play their music at twice the speed, producing perfectly recorded
copies of their tracks. 

New: Create Your Own Music Collection Using Links

You can now also add songs, albums and entire discographies to your music collection without using
up any disk space. While youre listening to them, they will be streamed and can then be downloaded
at any point for offline use.

Unique, New Audials Music Zoom Technology Creates a Map of the Universe of Music
As a worldwide innovation, an artificial intelligence analyses all the radio programs of the most
important radio stations every day. The server-based Audials AI uses over 100 million individual
signals to generate a one-of-a-kind, detailed network of artists and their music, and turns this into a
map of genres. This gives users the chance to discover genres of music in a playful way and find new
music which can also be added to their music collections. On top of this, the experience of
discovering music has been enhanced: With the weekly Audials Charts, Audials now provides users
with various styles of music, soundtracks of movies and series, and music based on various moods.

Create Your Own Video Library Overnight

Audials is a leading force when it comes to producing high-quality recordings of video streams,
enabling users to create their own private copies of movies and series. This function can be used on
all of the most important streaming portals. Users now also have the option to enter a number of
movies or episodes at once by playing them briefly. Audials then takes control of the browser and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://audials.com/en


plays the movies one after another, recording them in the process. This function means that users
can create their very own video library overnight.

Improved General Performance and Windows 10 Fluent Design

Audials can be opened and closed quicker and is more powerful in a variety of aspects. We have also
improved a great deal of functions. Our new Audials Generation 2018 makes use of certain elements
of the new Windows 10 Fluent Design.

About Audials

Audials AG is a leading company in entertainment software. Users of Audials software will profit from
Audials Ags 10+ years of experience in providing music. Audials technology is used and enjoyed by
over 11 million users and has been praised by the specialized press on multiple occasions. It has also
been voted Software of the Year several times in public polls. The well-known Audials One, Audials
Tunebite, Audials Moviebox, Audials Music Rocket and Audials Radiotracker are all available both on
Audials.com or in specialist stores. Audials One can also be obtained on a subscription basis
exclusively on Audials.com. Audials AG also provides companies with individual services like an API
with an interface for other manufacturers. Audials software has been optimized for the operating
systems Windows 10, 8, 7 and is available as an app for smartphones and tablets running Android,
iOS and also as a UWP app on the Windows Store.

Visit: https://audials.com/en
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